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appear to have forgotten, or have strayed away from,
truths that he had long ago apprehended. His work on
Dirk's manuscripts was steady and consistent; the patient
investigation of them satisfied a need in him and, though
he was baffled now and then by some historical allusion or
roused to sudden excitement by a passage of uncommon
humour or wisdom, his struggle with the"crabbed writing
was an equable one. But sometimes he would turn from his
own work on the seventeenth century with a Laughing sigh
of despair:
"Julie, I wonder if all this is wasted labour?" he said.
Do you remember the man in Ibsen's Little Eyolf who was
writing a fat volume on Human Responsibility.* First, he
sacrificed everyone, his wife, his child, everyone, to the
composition of his masterpiece; then, when he had at last
discovered that the task was too big for him, he made
excuses for abandoning it, and glorified his excuses and
sacrificed everyone to them. These great tasks that men
set themselves are always perilous. To go on with them
may be hypocrisy and to abandon them another form of
hypocrisy. That is true in a way of any exceptional task,
great or small, that we choose for ourselves,"
"But, Lewis, dear," she answered, "are you wanting to
justify your choice to yourself or—to the world? You still
wonder whether anyone will read your book when it's
done, whether it will be famous or not And yet, deep
inside you, you care for applause less than any man I've
ever known. But part of you is a man of business and
belongs to the world. He's still alive, isn't he?... Isn't he?"
Lewis acknowledged it "He writes to his mother or his
sisters and to his partner every week," he said with a
smile. "Do you know, Julie, sometimes when Fve put
those letters aside for an hour or two and have re-read
them before closing them down, they seem to have been
written by someone who died long ago."
He was standing at his table i& the library, running Ins
hand over the books lying open there. Julie put her arm in
his and they began to walk up and down together in the
shadows of the great room.

